Abstract-Direction-of-arrival estimation is one of the most important issues in the signal processing field, and fourthorder cumulants are used for DOA estimation by the motivation of the attractive fact that the higher-order cumulants of all kinds of Gaussian processes are identically zero. Because of the complexity of the computation for fourth-order cumulant, downsizing the cumulant matrix has attracted great interests. Beamspace fourth-order cumulant matrices have been proposed and simulation results show that they have better resolution performance with less computation load than the corresponding ones in element space. In this paper, we emphasize on their experimental performance. Experiments of DOA estimation in water tank are carried out and the results confirm the previous conclusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction-of-arrival(DOA) estimation is one of the most important issues in the signal processing field. High resolution methods for DOA estimation have been proposed. In the presence of Gaussian noise with unknown spatial structure, the direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimators based on second-order statistics fail to perform well. Fourth-order cumulant statistics have been exploited for the DOA estimation of non-Gaussian signals [1] - [3] , due to the attractive fact that Gaussian signal's forthorder statistics equal zero and the increase of both the effective aperture and the number of sensors of the considered array. The existing fourth-order DOA estimators using a full set of FO cumulants, as in [1] , are computationally intensive due to a very large set of statistics need to be processed. On the other hand, downsizing the fourth-order cumulant matrix to a diagonal slice (DS) matrix as in [4] leads to poor estimation performance. The contracted quadricovariance (CQ) has lower estimation variance for low SNR than the diagonal slice [5] , but the computation of the contracted quadricovariance matrix is still intensive. We proposed beamspace fourth-order cumulant matrices for DOA estimation in [6] - [8] to downsize the fourth-order cumulant matrix further and in the meanwhile we gained higher signal-to-noise ratio by the beamforming processing. The computer simulation results show that the fourth-order cumulant matrices in beam space have good DOA estimation performance with less computation load than the corresponding ones in element space.
In this paper, we analyze three elementspace typical fourth-order cumulant matrices and the corresponding beamspace ones, and focus on the experimental performance comparison on them.
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a uniform linear array of M sensors and D far field narrowband signals from directions 1 2 , , , D    .
The output signal at the mth element can be modeled as 
, 
The fourth-order cumulant of element output signal is defined as 
III. FOURTH-ORDER DOA ESTIMATORS
We consider three fourth-order cumulant matrices in element space and the corresponding three ones in beam space to estimate the DOAs of narrowband sources in Gaussian distributed noise.
A. The Full Set of Fourth-order Cumulant Matrix
Because the noise is Gaussian distributed, and is independent with the signals, then the full set of fourthorder cumulant matrix of the element output signal is
The sources () i st are assumed statistically independent, so (6) can be expressed as
The singular value decomposition is
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of singular values. Then the noise space is FOC U , and the fourth-order MUSIC estimator can be expressed as
B. The Maximal Set of Nonredundant Cumulant Matrix
The full set of cumulant matrix has many redundant elements, and the computation is very complex, so several downsized matrices have been proposed. The maximal set of nonredundant cumulant matrix MSNC C is defined as ()
The associated fourth-order MUSIC-like spatial spectrum is
where
and MSNC U is the corresponding noise space.
C. The Diagonal Slice Matrix
The diagonal slice matrix is constructed by cumulants 
and the associated fourth-order spatial spectrum is
where DS U is the corresponding noise space.
D. The Beamspace Full Set of Cumulant Matrix
Beamspace fourth-order cumulant matrices have been derived to downsize the fourth-order matrix further and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The beamspace full set of cumulant matrix can be constructed by beam output signal and can be expressed as [7] *
and the spatial spectrum is 
The detail definition of () g  can be found in [8] .
F. The Beamspace Cross Diagonal Slice Matrix
We can't derive a beamspace diagonal slice matrix having the same algebraic structure as the one in element space by beam output signal, while we derived one by both element output and beam output signal as shown in [6] . The matrix named beamspace cross diagonal slice (BCDS)matrix is constructed by elements 
The MUSIC-like spatial spectrum is
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS Simulations were carried out for the statistical performance of the fourth-order DOA estimators mentioned above. Six fourth-order MUSIC-like 1, No. 3, September, 2013 estimators are considered: elementspace full set of cumulants matrix(EFOC), beamspace full set of cumulants matrix(BFOC), elementspace maximal set of nonredundant cumulants matrix(EMSNC), beamspace maximal set of nonredundant cumulants matrix(BMSNC), elementspace diagonal slice matrix(EDS) and beamspace cross diagonal slice matrix(BCDS). An 8-element uniform linear array with /2  spacing is employed. It is assumed that two sources are emitting from directions 17 and 23 , and the number of samples is 2000. The signals emitted by the two sources are non-Gaussian and independent. The additive white noise is Gaussian distributed. 200 independent runs were made for each input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The resolution of the fourth-order DOA estimators is shown in Fig. 1 , and root mean square error (RMSE) of the fourth-order DOA estimators is shown in Fig. 2 . The statistical results from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that the beamspace fourth-order DOA estimators have better performance than the corresponding ones in element space. Experiments were also carried out in the water tank as shown in Fig. 3 . Narrowband signals with different center frequency were transmitted to the emitters to ensure that the received signals by the listener from different direction are incoherent.
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Spatial spectrums of the estimators are shown in Fig. 4 , Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 .
From the spatial spectrums we can see that the beamspace estimators get sharper peaks than the corresponding ones in element space. This indicates that the beamspace estimators have better resolution ability than the corresponding ones in element space. And this is in consistent with the statistical results of the simulations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reviewed several typical fourth-order cumulant DOA estimators and three fourth-order cumulant matrices in beam space. Experiments are carried out to test and compare the performance of the fourth-order estimators. The experiment results show that the beamspace estimators have better resolution ability than the corresponding ones in element space.
